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The perfect go-to reference to keep with your PC
   

   If you want to get the most out of your PC, you've come to the right source. This one-stop reference-tutorial is what you need to succeed with your Windows Vista or Windows® XP computer, whether it's a desktop or a laptop. From setting up your PC to using it for games and multimedia to keeping it running smoothly, this comprehensive guide explains it all with clear, step-by-step instructions, tips from power users, and much more. Keep this valuable book on hand and power up with confidence!    

	Understand your PC's components, inside and out    
	Set up sound cards, speakers, and other audio gadgets    
	Put a firewall in place and apply other security software    
	Explore Microsoft® Windows and learn about options for other operating systems    
	Play and create music, videos, podcasts, and more    
	Print, scan, fax, make presentations, and download photos    
	Protect your PC against theft, damage, and eavesdroppers    
	Explore common troubleshooting issues and their solutions    


About the Author
   
John Ross has been working with and writing about computers and networks since the late 1960s. He has authored more than a dozen books about computers, networks, and the Internet for major publishers including Random House, Sybex, IDG Books, Microsoft Press, No Starch Press and Sunset Books, and has been a contributor to many others. He has also written technical manuals, white papers, and marketing material about network and telecommunications equipment, marine electronics, and broadcast equipment for many corporations including Motorola and AT&T.

   As a sound archivist, John Ross works with broadcasters, music festivals, and folklore societies in the Pacific Northwest to restore, catalog, and preserve old audio-tape recordings and convert them to modern digital formats. He has also produced radio news and feature reports for National Public Radio, the BBC, Radio New Zealand, and other broadcasters around the world. On his own time, he collects folk music, restores antique toy trains, and makes hard cider. John Ross lives in a 100-yearold house in Seattle, which he is gradually restoring and updating to twenty-first century technology.
   Kelly Murdock is the author of multiple titles including the 3ds Max Bible (recently published in its seventh edition), Adobe Creative Suite Bible, Maya Reveled, and Poser Revealed (all in their second editions) along with numerous other graphics and Web-related titles including Edgeloop Character Modeling, 3D Game Animation For Dummies, Master VISUALLY HTML and XHTML, and JavaScript Visual Blueprint.       
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Let Them See You: The Guide for Leveraging Your Diversity at WorkLorena Jones Books, 2019

	The guide to getting hired, being promoted, and thriving professionally for the 40 million people of color in the workplace—from the CEO and cofounder of Jopwell, the leading career advancement platform for Black, Latinx, and Native American students and professionals.

	 

	Let Them See You is a...
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Managing Iterative Software Development Projects (Addison-Wesley Object Technology)Addison Wesley, 2006
The Practical, Start-to-Finish Guide to Planning and Leading Iterative Software Projects

 

Iterative processes have gained widespread acceptance because they help software developers reduce risk and cost, manage change, improve...
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CISSP For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Cramming for the CISSP exam? This friendly test-prep guide makes studying a snap! Prepared by two CISSP-certified experts, it gets you up to speed on the latest changes to the exam and gives you proven test-taking tips. You’ll find complete coverage of all ten domains of the (ISC)2 Common Body of Knowledge to help you pass with flying...
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Security-aware Cooperation in Cognitive Radio Networks (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2014

	This brief investigates spectrum efficient and energy efficient strategies, known as cognitive radio networks (CRNs), to ensure secure cooperation between licensed and unlicensed users. The authors address issues of spectrum scarcity, spectrum sensing, transmission performance, trust-aware cooperation, and secure communications. Two...
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Lotus Notes R6 Fast & EasyCourse Technology PTR, 2003
The easy-to-follow, visual format of this series offers a quick guide to the new features and step-by-step instructions for using Lotus Notes and will help you master this latest version in no time.

Relax. Learning how to use Lotus Notes R6 is now a breeze. With this book’s step-by-step instructions, you be managing your...
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Extending jQueryManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Extending jQuery teaches you to build custom extensions to the jQuery library. It covers all the extension points within jQuery and provides guidelines and techniques on how to make use of them. You'll not only discover how to write plugins, but how to design them for maximum reuse. You'll...
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